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ABSTRACT
Context. Fossil groups are expected to be the final product of galaxy merging within galaxy groups. In simulations, they are predicted
to assemble their mass at high redshift. This early formation allows for the innermost M∗ galaxies to merge into a massive central
galaxy. Then, they are expected to maintain their fossil status because of the few interactions with the large-scale structure. In this
context, the magnitude gap between the two brightest galaxies of the system is considered a good indicator of its dynamical status.
As a consequence, the systems with the largest gaps should be dynamically relaxed.
Aims. In order to examine the dynamical status of these systems, we systematically analyze, for the first time, the presence of galaxy
substructures in a sample of 12 spectroscopically-confirmed fossil systems with redshift z ≤ 0.25.
Methods. We apply a number of tests in order to investigate the substructure in fossil systems in the two-dimensional space of
projected positions out to R200. Moreover, for a subsample of 5 systems with at least 30 spectroscopically-confirmed members we
also analyze the substructure in the velocity and in the three-dimensional velocity-position spaces. Additionally, we look for signs of
recent mergers in the regions around the central galaxies.
Results. We find that an important fraction of fossil systems show substructure. The fraction depends critically on the adopted test,
since each test is more sensible to a particular type of substructure.
Conclusions. Our interpretation of the results is that fossil systems are not, in general, as relaxed as expected from simulations.
Our sample of 12 spectroscopically-confirmed fossil systems need to be extended in order to compute an accurate fraction, but our
conclusion is that it is similar to the fraction of substructure detected in non-fossil clusters. This result points out that the magnitude
gap alone is not a good indicator of the dynamical status of a system. However, the subsample of 5 FGs for which we were able to
use velocities as a probe for substructures is dominated by high-mass FGs. These massive systems could have a different evolution
compared to low-mass FGs, since they are expected to form via the merging of a fossil group with another group of galaxies. This
merger would lengthen the relaxation time and it could be the responsible of the substructure detected in present-time massive FGs.
If it is the case, only low-mass FGs are expected to be dynamically old and relaxed.
Key words. Keywords should be given
1. Introduction
The first identification of a fossil group (FG), a type of object ini-
tially proposed by Ponman et al. (1994), was RX-J1340.6+4018
- an apparently isolated elliptical galaxy surrounded by a X-ray
halo extending to a size typical of a group-mass object. The
first observational definition of FGs was given by Jones et al.
(2003). Following these authors, a group of galaxies is fossil if
it has a difference of at least 2 magnitudes in the r-band between
the two brightest member galaxies within half the virial radius.
Moreover, the system must be surrounded by an extended X-
ray halo of at least 1042 h−250 erg s
−1 to avoid the detection of
isolated galaxies. There is no upper limit in the X-ray defini-
tion, thus the presence of fossil clusters is not excluded. In fact,
many fossil clusters have been observed (Cypriano et al., 2006;
Mendes de Oliveira et al., 2006; Aguerri et al., 2011; Zarattini
et al., 2014). Thus, we will refer in general to fossil systems
throughout this work as pertaining to both group- and cluster-
mass fossils. Nevertheless, as in the other papers of the fossil
group origins (FOGO) series, we prefer to maintain the original
abbreviation FG.
In the framework of the cold dark matter scenario, FGs are
thought to form hierarchically at an early epoch. D’Onghia &
Lake (2004) showed that FGs have assembled half of their mass
at higher redshifts (z > 1) than regular groups and clusters, a
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result confirmed also by D’Onghia et al. (2005) and Dariush
et al. (2010). From z = 1 to the current epoch, they would grow
via minor mergers only, accreting only one third of the galax-
ies accreted by a non-fossil systems in the same amount of time
(von Benda-Beckmann et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the fraction
of mass assembled by FGs is larger than that of non-FGs at
any redshift (Dariush et al., 2007). All these simulations agree
with the “classic” formation scenario, in which FGs formed ear-
lier than non-FGs, thus having enough time to merge all the M∗
galaxy population in the single, massive central galaxy. Thus,
this process would be responsible for the lack of M∗ galaxies
that is observed in the luminosity function of FGs (Khosroshahi
et al., 2006; Mendes de Oliveira et al., 2006; Aguerri et al., 2011;
Khosroshahi et al., 2014; Zarattini et al., 2015).
The merging scenario seems also to be the most valid expla-
nation for the observed properties of the brightest group galaxies
(BGGs) and intra-cluster medium (ICM). In this scenario, the
main difference between fossil and non-fossil systems would be
the formation time, while the evolution of both kinds of struc-
tures are similarly driven by dynamical friction and mergers.
Thus, few differences are expected in the central galaxies of
fossils and non-fossils, apart from the fact that, on average, the
former should be more massive, as they actually are (Me´ndez-
Abreu et al., 2012), since they have more time to accrete mate-
rial. The majority of the publications on BGGs confirm that no
differences are found (La Barbera et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2011;
Tavasoli et al., 2011; Me´ndez-Abreu et al., 2012; Eigenthaler &
Zeilinger, 2013), although some works claim differences in the
shape of their isophotes (Khosroshahi et al., 2006).
Finally, the ICM of FGs also seems to be described by the
same scaling relations of regular clusters, as it is expected if
mergers are the main driver of the evolution. Some early works
(Proctor et al., 2011) claimed that fossils were fainter in the opti-
cal with respect to non-fossil systems, but probably these differ-
ences were due to observational biases, as shown in Voevodkin
et al. (2010), Harrison et al. (2012), and Girardi et al. (2014).
Recently, Khosroshahi et al. (2014) suggested that, for the same
X-ray luminosity, optically-selected FGs are more luminous in
the optical than X-ray selected FGs. Finally, Kundert et al.
(2015) have recently confirmed that the global X-ray scaling re-
lations of fossil and non-fossil systems are consistent with one
another.
If the most accepted formation scenario is correct, and FGs
formed earlier than non-FGs and evolve with fewer interactions
with the large-scale structure, they should be dynamically older.
In this case, their galaxy population should be more relaxed, with
less substructure present than in regular groups and clusters.
In fact, many studies demonstrate that clusters of galaxies
are not simple relaxed structures. They are thought to evolve in
a hierarchical fashion, from poor groups to rich clusters. The
presence of substructures, indicative of the early phase of cluster
evolution, has been observed in 30%-70% of clusters, as shown
by optical studies (Geller & Beers, 1982; Girardi et al., 1997;
Ramella et al., 2007; Aguerri & Sa´nchez-Janssen, 2010; Wen &
Han, 2013), X-ray analysis (Schuecker et al., 2001), and gravita-
tional lensing techniques (Dahle et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2005).
Although this aspect of clusters is generally well studied,
there are very few publications in the literature on galaxy sub-
structures in FGs. Moreover, the majority of them studied the
large-scale structure around fossil systems. For example, Adami
et al. (2007) analyzed the fossil system RX 1119.7+2126, find-
ing that the system is an isolated structure. This FG, together
with 1RXS J235814.4+150524 (FGS34 in the notation adopted
by the FOGO series) was also studied in Adami et al. (2012).
The authors confirmed that the former is isolated, whereas the
latter is embedded in a denser environment, with 10 compact
structures found in an area of ∼ 50 Mpc. Pierini et al. (2011)
analyzed two FGs, also finding that one is isolated whereas the
other is embedded in a more complex environment. Moreover,
they claimed that FGs seem to be “more mature” than non-FGs
of the same mass, suggesting that FGs have converted cold gas
into stars in a more efficient way, and that no infalling galaxy
should have been accreted in the last 3-6 Gyrs. Finally, Dı´az-
Gime´nez et al. (2011) found, using simulations, that fossils at
z ∼ 0.4 are embedded in a denser environment than non-fossils.
If the evolution of these systems is followed to z ∼ 0, their envi-
ronments are slightly under-dense.
There are very few studies of galaxy substructures within 1
or 2 R200 in fossil systems. In the first paper of the FOGO se-
ries (Aguerri et al., 2011) we analyzed in detail the fossil cluster
RX J105453.3+552102 (FGS10 in the notation adopted here, see
Sect. 2 for details), finding no significant sign of substructures.
In fact, all the tests seem to point out that the system, located at
z = 0.5 is dynamically relaxed. Harrison et al. (2012) showed
the two-dimensional density contours for 17 FGs. Nevertheless,
they did not comment about the presence of substructure in their
paper, with the only exception of one FG, that is noted to be
unusually relaxed.
Thus, a systematic study of substructure in FGs remains
to be done. For this reason, we used our sample of 12
spectroscopically-confirmed FGs with z ≤ 0.25 to investigate
the presence of substructure. We apply different techniques at
different radii, depending on the availability of data. For the
whole sample we analyze the two-dimensional substructures out
to R200. Then, we investigate a more restricted region for a sub-
sample of 5 FGs with at least 30 spectroscopically-confirmed
members, using their velocities as a probe for substructure.
In this paper, the adopted cosmology is H0 = 70 km s−1
Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7, and ΩM = 0.3.
2. Sample
In this work, we applied a battery of statistical tests to re-
veal the presence of substructure in FGs. Aguerri & Sa´nchez-
Janssen (2010) showed that the result of the substructure analysis
strongly depends on the analyzed galaxy population. The photo-
metric completeness limit of the SDSS DR7 ismr = 22.2 (r-band
model magnitude, Abazajian et al., 2004), which means that we
are able to reach Mr = −19 mag in systems with z ≤ 0.25.
For this reason, here we only study the substructure for galax-
ies with Mr ≤ −19. The number of spectroscopically-confirmed
FGs with z ≤ 0.25 in the Zarattini et al. (2014) sample is 13.
However, FGS28 is a very peculiar case, since it has only one
spectroscopically-confirmed member within R200. Also its pho-
tometric catalog is very poor and we were not able to analyze
it with any of the tests presented in the next sections. For these
reasons, our sample consists of 12 spectroscopically-confirmed
FGs.
We applied different methods to study the presence of sub-
structures in our sample. Some methods work in the veloc-
ity space (1D test), others in the projected space (2D test),
whereas the Dressler-Schectman method (Dressler & Shectman,
1988, hereafter DS) works combining both spaces (3D test). As
showed by Pinkney et al. (1996), it is important to use several
tests to analyze the substructure in clusters because no single
test is the most sensitive for all cases. We note that the 2D tests
were applied to the above-mentioned 12 FGs, whereas the 1D
2
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Table 1: Substructure in the FGs of our sample
name mass AI STI weighted gap 1D-DEDICA VBGG DS Vgrad 2D-DEDICA VTP  TOT+/TOT
[M]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
FGS02 1.87E+15 N Y N N N Y N Y Y N 4/10
FGS03 4.20E+13 - - - - - - - N N N 0/3
FGS14 5.55E+14 N Y N N Y N N Y N N 3/10
FGS17 - - - - - - - - N N N 0/3
FGS20 1.63E+14 - - - - - - - N N N 0/3
FGS23 2.86E+14 N N N Y N N N N N N 1/10
FGS26 2.67E+14 - - - - - - - N Y N 1/3
FGS27 6.69E+14 N N N N N Y N Y Y Y 4/10
FGS29 9.66E+13 - - - - - - - N N N 0/3
FGS30 5.57E+14 N Y N N N N N N Y Y 3/10
FGS32 - - - - - - - - N N N 0/3
FGS34 8.63E+13 - - - - - - - Y N N 1/3
Note: Col. (1): System number as in Santos et al. (2007); Col (2): System mass as in Zarattini et al. (2014); Col (3): Asymmetry index (c.l. ≥ 99%);
Col (4): Scale tail index (c.l. ≥ 99%); Col (5): weighted gap (c.l. ≥ 99%) ; Col (6): 1D-DEDICA (c.l. > 99%); Col (7): Peculiar velocity of the BGG (c.l. ≥ 90%);
Col (8): DS test (c.l. ≥ 95%); Col (9): Velocity gradient (c.l. ≥ 99%); Col (10): 2D-DEDICA (c.l. ≥ 99% and ρs ≥ 0.5); Col (11): Voronoi Tessellation and
Percolation (c.l. ≥ 99%); Col (12): Ellipticity (c.l. ≥ 99.7%); Col(13): Fraction of positive tests for each system
Y = presence of substructure; N = no substructure; - = not applicable.
and 3D tests were applied to a subsample of 5 FGs with at least
30 spectroscopically-confirmed members.
3. Results
In this section, we present the results of our statistical tests. A
summary is provided in Table 1.
3.1. Substructure in the velocity field
Here, we present the 1D tests applied to the subsample of 5 fossil
systems with z ≤ 0.25 and Nmemb > 30. This minimum number
of cluster members was suggested by Pinkney et al. (1996). They
showed, using N-body simulations of cluster mergers, that with
such a number of cluster members all the analyzed tests are able
to detect substructures correctly. The systems that satisfy the pre-
vious criteria are FGS02, FGS14, FGS23, FGS27, and FGS30.
3.1.1. Deviation from gaussianity
The velocity distribution of galaxies in a relaxed cluster is as-
sumed to be Gaussian. Deviations from Gaussianity are consid-
ered as an indicator of substructures. Thus, the velocity distribu-
tion of the systems in our sample with a large number of spec-
troscopically confirmed members (Nmemb > 30) was analyzed
using different estimators of Gaussianity.
The first tests we applied are the shape estimators proposed
by Bird & Beers (1993). We decided to use only the asymmetry
index (AI) and the scale tail index (STI), since the skewness and
kurtosis are less robust and more sensitive to false-positive de-
tections (Bird & Beers, 1993). Both the AI and STI measure the
shape of the velocity distribution using the ordered statistics of
the dataset. In particular, the AI test (Finch, 1977) evaluates the
asymmetries in the velocity distribution by comparing the gaps
present in the data on the left and right side of the median value
(Li and Ri in the notation by Finch, 1977). In a symmetric distri-
bution, Li and Ri have the same values, whereas in case of asym-
metries one of the two indicators is larger depending on the side
of the asymmetry. The tail index (TI) test evaluates the asymme-
tries by computing the spread of the dataset at 90% level with
that of 75% level. Then, the computed TI value is normalized to
the Gaussian value, thus defining the scale tail index. More de-
tails on both procedures are given in Bird & Beers (1993) and in
the references therein.
We found that the AI test indicates a possible asymmetry
for FGS14 (AI=1.018) and FGS27 (AI=0.991), both at a 97%
confidence level (c.l.). Nevertheless, we preferred to use a con-
servative c.l. ≥ 99% as the threshold for the detection of sub-
structures. Thus, we considered them as not significative. The
STI test suggests strong evidence of asymmetries in the distri-
bution of FGS02 (STI=1.491), FGS14 (STI=1.741), and FGS30
(STI=0.731). These asymmetries are evaluated at c.l. ≥ 99%.
Thus, we can conclude that these three systems have substruc-
tures according to the STI test. The computation of the c.l. was
done by comparing our estimates of the AI and STI indexes with
table 2 of Bird & Beers (1993), and also taking into account the
number of member galaxies.
We also investigated the presence of gaps in the velocity dis-
tribution using the weighted gap estimator in the ordered veloc-
ity space. This method computes the differences between two
contiguous velocities and weights the result for its position with
respect to the center of the distribution. Beers et al. (1991) sug-
gest to look for normalized gaps larger than 2.25. In fact, in a
purely Gaussian distribution such a value appears in about 3%
of cases, independently of the sample size (Wainer & Schacht,
1978). Moreover, we also computed the probability of finding
a gap larger than 2.25 somewhere in the distribution. This cu-
mulative probability is a more robust indicator of the impor-
tance of the measured gap, since the simple presence of a gap
larger than 2.25 is not enough to claim the presence of substruc-
tures. For the fossil system FGS02 we found four gaps larger
than 2.25 (2.47, 2.65, 2.77, and 3.03), and the cumulative prob-
ability of finding such gaps in a random Gaussian distribution is
2.5%. This means that the presence of substructures is signifi-
cant at 97.5% c.l.. For FGS30 we found three gaps larger than
2.25 (2.51, 2.67, and 2.91) and the probability of finding these
gaps in a random Gaussian distribution is 2%, which leads to the
presence of substructures at 98% c.l. Nevertheless, we prefer to
use a more conservative c.l. of 99% as indicative for the pres-
ence of a real substructure, so we concluded that none of these
two systems show substructure. For FGS14, FGS23 and FGS27
the cumulative probability is always smaller than 40%, suggest-
3
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Fig. 1: The velocity histogram of FGS23. The curve repre-
sents the density reconstruction according to the 1D-DEDICA
method. The vertical arrow indicates the velocity of the BGG.
ing no substructure is present in these systems according to this
weighted gap test.
3.1.2. 1D-DEDICA
In Zarattini et al. (2014) we presented the procedure we used
for the galaxy member selection for our sample of galaxy sys-
tems. This procedure (see Fadda et al., 1996) is based on the
1D-DEDICA method (Pisani, 1993), that analyzes the density
of galaxies in velocity space. For three FGs (FGS14, FGS23,
and FGS26) the procedure detected a double peak in the veloc-
ity distribution near the velocity position of the BGG. However,
the detected peaks are very close in velocity (rest frame differ-
ences ≤ 1500 km s−1, ∼ 2σv, where σv is the cluster’s velocity
dispersion) and with significant overlap in their galaxies. Thus
we decided to consider them as single peaks in the member se-
lection. Only in the case of FGS23 the significance of the two de-
tected peaks in the velocity distribution is > 99% c.l., thus sup-
porting the presence of substructure. In this case, the peaks have
24 and 21 galaxies at 43 385 and 44 623 km s−1, respectively.
The peaks largely overlap (6/24 and 5/21 galaxies). In addition,
FGS23 is the only FG for which such a bimodality also appears
in re-applying the 1D-DEDICA procedure to the member galax-
ies alone. The velocity histogram of FGS23 is presented in Fig.
1.
3.1.3. Peculiar velocity of the central galaxy
BGGs are usually located in the center of the potential well of
relaxed clusters (Coziol et al., 2009). Thus, another method to
study the dynamical status of a system is to evaluate the velocity
offsets of the BGGs with respect to the global recessional ve-
locity of the cluster. For this estimation, we used the bootstrap
test presented in detail in Sect. 4.2 of Gebhardt & Beers (1991).
This test is proposed to be very rigorous and conservative com-
pared to previous tests used in the literature. For the subsample
of 5 FGs that we analyzed, only FGS14 seems to have a BGG
with a peculiar velocity at a c.l. larger than 90%. This value is
considered as significant according to Gebhardt & Beers (1991).
We present the rest-frame velocities of the central galaxies, as
well as the mean velocity of each system together with its 1-σ
uncertainty in Table 2.
Table 2: Rest-frame velocity of the BGG and mean velocity for
the analyzed systems.
name vBGG vmean
km s−1 km s−1
FGS02 -172 69038 ± 188
FGS14 -348 66680 ± 124
FGS23 -87 44150 ± 99
FGS27 -83 55260 ± 113
FGS30 196 33919 ± 124
3.2. Substructure in the projected position of galaxies
In this section we study the presence of substructures by ana-
lyzing the projected positions of galaxies in the sky. We do not
use kinematical properties, as explained in Sect. 2, so we ap-
ply this two-dimensional approach to the whole sample of 12
spectroscopically-confirmed FGs with z ≤ 0.25.
3.2.1. 2D-DEDICA
We were unable to study the presence of substructures using
kinematical information in the outer regions of our FGs, since
our spectroscopic data are mainly concentrated within 0.5 R200,
and, moreover, the velocity sample is not complete. In order to
study the presence of substructure at larger radii, we analyzed
the 2D distribution of galaxies brighter than Mr = −19 within 2
R200. To minimize the effect of fore/background objects we only
used galaxies located in a region of the color-magnitude space
close to the position of the BGG, as already done in Girardi et al.
(2014) . In particular, we defined the center of the red sequence
as the horizontal line in the r vs (r − i) plane that crosses the
BGG, considering the region with colors ±0.2 from that line as
the red sequence (see Harrison et al., 2012) and the galaxies of
this region as “likely members”. As en example, we show the r
vs (r − i) diagram for FGS27 in Fig. 2.
For our sample of 12 fossil systems we analyzed the dis-
tribution of galaxies within R200 and 2 R200, in order to detect
false positives due to border effect. The 2D-DEDICA procedure
(Pisani, 1993, 1996) looks for density peaks in the distribution of
galaxies. To each identified peak, the procedure assigns a prob-
ability and a relative density ρs with respect to the maximum-
density peak. In Table 3 we summarize the peaks obtained by the
2D-DEDICA method within R200, indicating also the number of
galaxies and the position associated to each peak. We list all the
peaks with significance ≥ 99%, with relative density ρs ≥ 0.5,
and with more than 10 galaxies.
In Fig. 3 we show the contour maps obtained using the 2
R200 analysis superimposing the peaks of the R200 analysis. This
was done to show the robustness of the results. In fact, the peaks
coincide in almost all cases, with some exception near the R200
radius due to border effects.
Four FGs present substructure according to the 2D-DEDICA
analysis. They are FGS02, FGS14, FGS27, and FGS34. The re-
sults of the analysis of FGS02 and FGS14 showed clear signs of
substructures. The former presented a subclump at NE position
of the center, with 77 galaxies and a relative density ρs = 0.59,
the latter had a subclump at NE, with 33 galaxies and ρs = 0.5.
FGS27 had a second clump located SW to the center, with 33
galaxies and ρs = 0.5. However, the peculiarity of this system
was its central peak. In the R200 analysis a single peak is de-
tected, whereas in the 2 R200 analysis the central region split
into two peaks and the BGG was located between them. FGS34
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Fig. 2: The r vs (r− i) diagram for FGS27. Grey circles represent
all the galaxies within 2R200. The red cross is the BGG, whereas
red circles and blue diamonds are spectroscopically-confirmed
members and non-members, respectively. The horizontal dotted
lines delimit the area in which we choose our “likely members”
(±0.2 from the color of the BGG). The color-magnitude dia-
grams for the other 11 systems in the sample can be found in
the electronic version of the paper.
seemed to be the more complex system. It had a clear subclump
in the S region, with 28 galaxies and ρs = 0.71, but it also had
two other substructures. One was located NW from the center
with 13 galaxies and ρs = 0.64, the other was located N with 9
galaxies and ρs = 0.65. These subclumps were close to our de-
tection limit due to the small number of their galaxies. For this
reason, to be conservative, we did not put them in Table 3.
Finally, FGS29 and FGS32 were not clearly detected by the
2D-DEDICA procedure. In fact, the former appeared as a peak
with ρs = 0.44 with respect to the main peak of the area, that
was located NW at a distance close to R200. Probably, FGS29 is
itself a subclump of a larger cluster. For FGS32, the procedure
identified the main peak in a position that is ∼ 0.5 R200 from the
location of the BGG. A second peak with only 8 galaxies and
ρs = 0.43 is located E of the BGG. Moreover, only 30 galaxies
are present in the region we analyzed and there is a larger cluster
outside the virial radius. Therefore, also in this case the identifi-
cation of the system associated to the BGG is not significant. For
the other systems (FGS03, FGS17, FGS20, FGS23, FGS26, and
FGS30) there is no substructure according to the 2D-DEDICA
procedure. Nevertheless, although FGS30 does not present sec-
ondary peaks within R200, it seems to stretch in the E-W direc-
tion. Moreover, the 2 R200 analysis revealed another peak outside
R200 and located in the eastern region. This peak is aligned with
the E-W stretching of FGS30.
3.2.2. Voronoi tessellation and percolation test
In order to check the robustness of our results, we applied a
different procedure to the 12 FGs of our sample: the Voronoi
Tessellation and Percolation (VTP) technique (see Ramella
et al., 2001; Barrena et al., 2005). The VTP is a non-parametric
technique and does not require data smoothing. This means that
the procedure does not assume any particular geometry during
the structure detection process (see Ebeling & Wiedenmann,
1993, for a detailed explanation of the VTP technique). We ap-
Table 3: 2D substructures detected in each fossil system of our
sample. The position of the peaks refer to the R200 analysis.
name Subclump Ngal α δ ρS
(J2000) (J2000)
FGS02 main 54 01 : 52 : 41.4 +01 : 00 : 04 1.005
NE 77 01 : 52 : 46.1 +01 : 01 : 32 0.59
FGS03∗ main 36 07 : 52 : 16.9 +45 : 59 : 23 1.00
FGS14 main 144 11 : 46 : 49.5 +09 : 52 : 40 1.00
NE 33 11 : 47 : 00.2 +09 : 55 : 20 0.509
FGS17 main 17 12 : 47 : 41.9 +41 : 31 : 40 1.00
FGS20 main 36 14 : 10 : 04.4 +41 : 45 : 42 1.00
FGS23 main 58 15 : 29 : 43.3 +44 : 07 : 53 1.00
FGS26 main 85 15 : 48 : 54.1 +08 : 50 : 49 1.00
FGS27∗ main 79 16 : 14 : 29.2 +26 : 43 : 50 1.00
SW 33 16 : 14 : 14.8 +26 : 40 : 08 0.50
(FGS29)∗ main 19 16 : 46 : 58.2 +38 : 49 : 39 0.44
FGS30 main 194 17 : 182 : 0.8 +56 : 39 : 05 1.00
(FGS32) main 22 17 : 28 : 41.6 +55 : 15 : 22 1.00
FGS34 main 23 23 : 58 : 15.1 +15 : 05 : 48 1.00
S 28 23 : 58 : 10.5 +15 : 03 : 21 0.71
Note: The 2D contours of the analysis within 2 R200 are plotted in Fig. 3. Systems
with ∗ show minor differences in the peak position in the R200 and 2 R200 analy-
sis.
plied the VTP out to 2 R200 for each FG; this is necessary to
have a better estimation of the background level, but (as done
with 2D-DEDICA) we limited our analysis to the density peaks
found within R200. The results are shown in Fig.1, where blue
and cyan circles (representing VTP peaks found at the 99.9%
and 99% c.l., respectively) are superimposed to the 2D-DEDICA
contour levels.
In agreement with the results of the 2D-DEDICA procedure,
the VTP test identifies a double peak at the 99.9% in FGS02
and FGS27. FGS14 and FGS34 (both showing the presence of
substructure according to 2D-DEDICA) are detected as single
density peaks by VTP (at the 99% and only 96%, respectively).
Moreover, for FGS26 and FGS30, the VTP detects a central den-
sity peak at the 99.9% and minor subclumps at the 99% c.l., ap-
proximately following the elongation of the 2D-DEDICA con-
tour levels. Finally, all the other FGs do not present any signature
of substructures according to the VTP test.
3.2.3. Ellipticity
Relaxed systems are expected to be rounder than non-relaxed
systems. In order to measure the shape of our FGs, we also com-
puted the position angle of the major axis (PA) and ellipticity
() of the galaxy distribution. Clusters tend to align with one
another, mainly due to the anisotropic merging induced by the
presence of the large-scale structure filaments (Basilakos et al.,
2006). We followed the approach of Carter & Metcalfe (1980).
A detailed description of the method can be found in Basilakos
et al. (2000) and, in particular, we used the procedure described
in their discrete case. The method is based on the computation of
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Fig. 3: 2D-DEDICA contours (black) as obtained by the analysis of the substructures within 2 R200 for the FGs in our sample. Black
points are galaxies, red squares represent spectroscopically-confirmed members and, in particular, large open squares indicate the
position of the BGGs. The black crosses are the centers of the significant peaks identified by 2D-DEDICA within R200, which
position is reported in Table 3. Superimposed, blue circles are the peaks at 99.9% c.l. and cyan circles are the peaks at 99% c.l. as
detected from the Voronoi procedure. The black circles are the R200 radius. The grey dotted lines represent the PA of each system,
as reported in Table 4.
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Fig. 3: (continued)
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the dispersion ellipse, meaning the contour at which the density
is 0.61 times the maximum density of the galaxies in the clus-
ter. The contour was determined using the first five moments of
the observed distribution. From these moments, we obtained the
center, PA, and  of the distribution. In Table 4 we list the PA and
 for our FG sample. Only FGS27 and FGS30 are not circular to
3-σ c.l.. In both cases, the maps we presented in Fig. 3 show an
elongation that is oriented in a direction which is consistent with
the PA we detected.
3.3. Substructure in the velocity-position field
In general, the existence of correlations between positions and
velocities of cluster galaxies is explained by the presence of sub-
structures. To investigate this aspect, we combined both velocity
and position information to compute the ∆-statistics proposed
by Dressler & Shectman (1988). The DS test is capable to detect
spatially compact subsystems whose velocity differs from the
average velocity of the system or whose velocity dispersion dif-
fers from the global one, or both. For the i-th galaxy, the method
computes its δi parameter, which is defined as
δ2i =
(
Nnn + 1
σ2v
)  ( 〈v〉loc − 〈v〉 )2 + (σv,loc − σv)2 . (1)
The subscript loc refers to local quantities, computed over the
Nnn = 10 closest neighbors of the i-th galaxy, whereas the 〈v〉
and σv are the global values of the mean velocity and veloc-
ity dispersion of the cluster, respectively. Once all the individ-
ual δi were derived, the ∆-statistic was computed as the sum
of all the N individuals. Then, the procedure performed 1000
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations by randomly shuffling the veloc-
ities within galaxies, maintaining constant their positions. For
each simulation, the parameter ∆ was computed. We obtained a
distribution of ∆ over the 1000 MC simulations and determined
the significance of the ∆ estimated on observed galaxies. The DS
test needs a statistically significant number of galaxies to be reli-
able (Pinkney et al., 1996). For this reason, we decided to apply
it only to those systems with at least 30 confirmed members (see
Sect. 3.1). These systems are FGS02, FGS14, FGS23, FGS27,
and FGS30. FGS02 shows substructure at ∼ 99% c.l., FGS27 at
∼ 95% c.l., whereas the substructure in the other three FGs is not
significant. We show the DS bubble plot for FGS02 and FGS27
in Fig. 4.
Moreover, we used two other estimators that are alternative
to δi and analyzed only the differences in velocity (δi,v) and in
velocity dispersion (δi,σ). The definition of these quantities fol-
lows the prescription of Girardi et al. (1997) and Barrena et al.
(2011)
δi,v =
[
(Nnn + 1)1/2
σv
]
×
(
〈v〉loc − 〈v〉
)
, (2)
δi,σ =
[
(Nnn + 1)1/2
σv
]
×
(
σv,loc − σv
)
. (3)
Only FGS02 and FGS27 were found to show some hint of sub-
structures. In particular, FGS02 presents a substructure in the
velocity indicator at > 99% c.l., whereas FGS27 shows the sig-
nature of substructure in both indicators at ∼ 92% c.l..
3.3.1. Presence of a velocity gradient
The cluster velocity field can be affected by the presence of other
structures, such as nearby clusters, superclusters, or filaments. If
these structures are asymmetric with respect to the cluster, they
will give rise to a velocity gradient in the cluster velocity field.
We looked for the presence of a velocity gradient in our sample
of FGs by performing a linear least-squares fit to the observed
velocities with respect to the galaxy position in the plane of the
sky, i.e. we fit a plane surface to the data in the (RA, Dec, vLOS )-
space. For each system, we computed both the velocity gradi-
ent and the coefficient of multiple determination R2, which mea-
sure the deviation of the dependent variable owing to the set of
the two independent variables. Thus, we performed 1000 Monte
Carlo simulations that shuffle the velocities while keeping the
positions fixed and we computed the R2 coefficient every time.
The significance of the gradient was defined as the fraction of
times in which the R2 we obtained from simulations was smaller
that the observed one. The highest significance turns out to be
that of FGS02 (89% c.l.), followed by FGS23 (57%), FGS14
(38%), FGS30 (13%), and FGS27 (18%). Thus, according to this
test, none of the fossil systems that we analyzed showed signs of
substructure.
3.4. Interactions in the region of the central galaxy
We looked for signs of strong ongoing interactions around the
central galaxies of our FG sample. In the merging scenario, FGs
formed at high redshift and had enough time to merge all the
M∗ galaxies in the central object. Then, they evolved via minor
mergers only. However, the last major merger for the BGG could
have occurred at a more recent epoch in FGs than in non-FGs
(Dı´az-Gime´nez et al., 2008).
To investigate this aspect, we used our own deep r-band im-
ages for 10 systems, and SDSS images for an additional two
systems (FGS26, FGS27) (see Zarattini et al., 2014, for details).
For each FG, we used the ellipse package of IRAF to fit el-
liptical isophotes to the two-dimensional image of the BGG.
Successively, we adopted the IRAF task bmodel to generate
the photometric model of our galaxy. Finally, we subtracted the
model from the original image, as done in Zarattini et al. (2014),
and analyzed the residuals.
We found that none of the inspected galaxies from our sam-
ple of 12 spectroscopically-confirmed FGs show signs of ongo-
ing interactions. In particular, FGS29 seems to have an interac-
tion in the W side, but there is no clear tail. Moreover, FGS34
seems to have two tails in the SE side. These tails are probably
far objects or gravitational arcs because they are not connected
to any galaxy. All the other systems show no sign of ongoing
interaction.
We were able to analyze the presence of ongoing interactions
also for FGS28. This system is the smallest and poorest of the
Santos et al. (2007) sample, and its spectroscopic and photomet-
ric catalogs are so poor that we were not able to apply any other
test to it. For this reason, it is not included in our sample of 12
FGs or in Table 1. However, we found that FGS28 has two ev-
ident tails on the W and NNE side (see Fig. 5). These tails are
connected to two galaxies that seem to be involved in a merging
process with the BGG. This is the first evidence of ongoing inter-
actions around the BGG of low redshift FGs to date (see Ulmer
et al. 2005 and Irwin et al. 2015 for two higher-redshift exam-
ples). The only similar result is that presented in Lieder et al.
(2013), who found a galaxy being disrupted in the NGC 6482
FG. In their case, the galaxy that is disrupting the smaller one
is not the BGG, it is instead the third brightest member of the
system, located at about 0.75 R200.
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Fig. 4: DS bubble plot for FGS02 (left panel) and FGS27 (right panel). The larger the circle, the larger the deviation of the local
mean velocity from the global mean velocity. Blue and heavy red circles show where the local value of mean velocity is smaller or
larger than the global value, respectively.
4. Discussion
4.1. Caveats of the statistical analysis
As shown in Sect. 3, there is not a single statistical test that re-
solves the problem of detecting substructures in galaxy clusters.
Some of the tests are more sensitive to particular configurations
of substructure than others. Thus, the best approach is to use
several statistical tests for the identification of the substructure.
Following the complete analysis of Pinkney et al. (1996), the 1D
tests are in general less sensitive with respect to 2D and 3D tests.
Nevertheless, 1D tests are more effective in detecting substruc-
tures that are superimposed to the main body of the system, and
rapidly moving in the line-of-sight direction. Similarly, in the
case of a recent merger of two unequal-sized systems, the asym-
metries in the velocity field can correctly detect the substructure.
The 2D tests work in the coordinates space. In our case, we
worked with photometric members only, without any spectro-
scopic information. However, we used red-sequence galaxies,
that are thought to be the best tracers of substructures (Lubin
et al., 2000).
Pinkney et al. (1996) found that the DS test is the most sen-
sitive to the presence of substructures but, at the same time, it
has the highest detection of false positives due to the elongation
and velocity dispersion of clusters. Moreover, the DS test has
two well-known weaknesses. It is not able to detect subclumps
when they are superimposed and when they have the same σv
and mean velocity. In addition, Cohn (2012) showed that the DS
test tends to detect substructures more efficiently in systems with
larger subclumps.
4.2. Comparison with other samples
The 2D procedures we adopted (2D-DEDICA and VTP) showed
that BGGs in FGs are located in dynamically different environ-
ments. We found that 4 FGs analyzed with the 2D-DEDICA
(FGS02, FGS14, FGS27, and FGS34) and 4 FGs studied with
the VTP method (FGS02, FGS26, FG27, and FGS30) show sig-
nificant substructures. This corresponds to a fraction of ∼ 30%.
Comparison with the literature is not straightforward. In fact,
the results depend on different details, such as the photomet-
ric limits, radius, number of members, and methods adopted.
For example, Geller & Beers (1982) analyzed a sample of 65
rich clusters using two-dimensional contours. They found that ∼
40% of their clusters presented significant substructures. On the
contrary, West et al. (1988) analyzed 55 clusters, finding that
the fraction of systems with substructures is compatible with
the statistical fluctuations. Also Ramella et al. (2007) studied
the fraction of clusters with substructures in the WINGS sample
(Fasano et al., 2006) using the 2D-DEDICA procedure. They
found substructures in 71% of their clusters. Nevertheless, they
used a much larger sample of galaxies (from 3 000 to 10 000 per
cluster). Ramella et al. (2007) noted that the quality of the pho-
tometric catalog is a key point in the detection of substructures,
as well as the adopted algorithms. In a recent work, Wen & Han
(2013) have developed another method for the study of the re-
laxation state of 2092 clusters. They have estimated that ∼ 70%
of the sample clusters have substructures. Only 20 systems show
a magnitude gap larger than 2 and they are found to be relaxed.
According to our results, the fraction of systems with substruc-
tures is similar in FGs and non-FGs. However, the small number
of systems we analyzed and the apparent discrepancy with Wen
& Han (2013) suggest that a larger sample is needed.
The analysis of the ellipticity of 12 FGs shows that they
display a modest elongation. Only FGS27 and FGS30 are re-
markably elongated. This is in agreement with the analysis of
25 clusters performed by De Filippis et al. (2005), in which they
claimed that none of their clusters show an extreme ellipticity.
The median value of the ellipticity for our sample of 12 FGs
is 〈〉 = 0.18 ± 0.09. Binggeli (1982) studied a sample of 44
Abell clusters and measured a median value 〈〉 = 0.25 ± 0.12.
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Table 4: Position angle and ellipticity of the galaxy distribution
in fossil systems
name Ngal PA 
FGS02 404 178+1−2 0.13
+0.05
−0.03
FGS03 37 108+10−21 0.31
+0.11
−0.07
FGS14 178 52+8−10 0.18
+0.05
−0.04
FGS17 70 98+27−42 0.09
+0.07
−0.02
FGS20 57 97+31−32 0.09
+0.08
−0.00
FGS23 114 26+16−11 0.15
+0.09
−0.04
FGS26 86 19+14−15 0.16
+0.09
−0.06
FGS27 191 70+6−7 0.24
+0.06
−0.04
FGS29 60 122+8−12 0.24
+0.10
−0.06
FGS30 195 84+9−7 0.21
+0.06
−0.04
FGS32 31 64+9−17 0.32
+0.13
−0.05
FGS34 116 142+26−30 0.05
+0.04
−0.00
de Theije et al. (1995) found 〈〉 = 0.4 for 99 low-redshift
Abell clusters, but they corrected the ellipticity using simula-
tions. Indeed, they claimed that the value of  they presented in
the paper is, on average, higher than what it is found without
applying any correction. Therefore, although our results are not
in contradiction with previous works, a direct comparison is not
possible in this case. More recent works (e.g., De Filippis et al.,
2005; Lee, 2006) are once again of difficult comparison due to
the wide variety of techniques adopted to compute the ellipticity.
For the subsample of 5 FGs we defined in Sect. 3.1 we were
also able to apply the DS test. We found a significative sub-
structure at c.l. > 95% in FGS02 and FGS27. This means that
40% of FGs (2 out of 5) have substructures according to DS test.
If we considered the analysis of FGS10 carried out in Aguerri
et al. (2011), the fraction decreases to 33%. This fraction can
be compared to other studies in the literature, since the adopted
methodology and c.l. are widely used and the number of member
galaxies per cluster is roughly the same in all the publications we
use for comparison. For example, Dressler & Shectman (1988)
found that 8 out of 14 (corresponding to 57%) galaxy clusters in
their sample show significant subclustering. Biviano et al. (2002)
found that 9 out of 23 clusters (corresponding to 39%) taken
from the ESO Nearby Abell Cluster Survey (ENACS) show sub-
structures. Also Aguerri & Sa´nchez-Janssen (2010) found a frac-
tion of clusters with substructure of 33%. Thus, we can conclude
that no statistical difference is found between the fraction of FGs
and regular clusters that have substructures. It is worth noticing
again that our sample is small and that larger ones are needed to
prove this result.
With respect to the peculiar velocity of the BGG, only that
of FGS14 presents a detectable peculiar velocity in our sample.
Also, the BGG of FGS10 shows this peculiar velocity (Aguerri
et al., 2011), thus we can estimate a fraction of 33% for FGs (2
out of 6). These results can be directly compared with that of
Bird (1994), who found that 32% of the BGGs of their sample
clusters has a peculiar velocity. However, the observed discrep-
ancy for FGS10 and FGS14 (about 0.3 and 0.5 times the system
σv, respectively) is not particularly high compared to non-FGs
(Coziol et al., 2009).
Fig. 5: Constant SB profiles and residuals for FGS28. The con-
tours represents SB from 21 to 27 mag arcs−2, separated by 1
mag arcsecs−2. In the contour images, the blue line is equivalent
to 50 kpc at the distance of the FGS28. In the residual images,
the ellipse represent the 25 mag arcs−2 of the BGGs (see text for
details).
Burgett et al. (2004) applied several tests to a sample of 25
low-richness clusters, including the DS and other velocity tests.
They found that 21 clusters show a substructure for at least one
of the performed tests. They concluded that substructures are
ubiquitous in low-richness clusters. A similar conclusion holds
for our FGs, as can be seen from Table 1.
Finally, Miller et al. (2012) studied qualitatively the relax-
ation status in a sample of 12 fossil systems using X-ray obser-
vations. They concluded that a fraction between 10% to 40% of
their fossil systems show substructures. Thus, our results seem
to be in agreement with their analysis.
4.3. Implications for the formation scenario
The results summarized in Table 1 show that a significant frac-
tion of FGs have substructures. This result is unexpected, since
simulations show that FGs formed at high redshift (half of their
mass assembled at z > 1, D’Onghia & Lake, 2004) and they
have enough time to merge all the M∗ galaxies to form the BGG
(D’Onghia et al., 2005). Moreover, von Benda-Beckmann et al.
(2008) claimed that FGs accreted less galaxies from the large-
scale structure than regular groups/clusters in recent times. Thus,
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according to these simulations, these old systems had a fast evo-
lution and they should be relaxed at present time. These results
were confirmed by Miraghaei et al. (2014) using radio observa-
tions of a sample of FGs. In fact, they conclude that the large-
scale behavior of FGs is consistent with FGs’ relaxed and virial-
ized nature. However, the sample of FGs analyzed in this work
shows a large amount of substructures, thus challenging the idea
that FGs are old and dynamically relaxed. A mass bias could
be the responsible of the observed differences in the fraction of
FGs with substructures, since more massive systems should be
dynamically younger and have a larger relaxation time (Raouf
et al., 2014). In this sense, these authors suggest that only group-
mass fossil systems are expected to be dynamically old systems.
Using their dating method, the majority of our spectroscopically-
confirmed FGs are located in a region of the magnitude of the
BGG versus ∆m12 space in which the fraction of young systems
vary between 20% and 50%. Thus, it is not surprising to find a
significant amount of substructures within this sample, accord-
ing to Raouf et al. (2014). Harrison et al. (2012) suggested that
the evolution of massive FGs is different with respect to group-
mass FGs. In particular, they claimed that massive FGs could
be the result of the merging between a group-mass FG with an-
other group of galaxies. In this hypothesis, the magnitude gap
remains unaffected, but the merger lengthens the relaxation time
of the system. It is worth noticing that the subsample of 5 FGs
for which we were able to use velocities as a probe for substruc-
tures is dominated by massive FGs (M > 1014 M), so this could
be an explanation for the observed large amount of substruc-
tures detected using velocities. For group-mass FGs, the domi-
nant mechanism of the evolution is expected to be galaxy-galaxy
mergers, with a shorter relaxation time. Unfortunately, our spec-
troscopy is not enough extended so that we can obtained more
than 30 member galaxies in group-mass FGs. For this reason, we
can not study the substructures in these systems using velocity
information. Moreover, the comparison between the fraction of
substructures in fossil and non-fossil groups is not easy due to
the lack of systematic studies of substructures in galaxy groups
found in the literature.
5. Conclusions
We analyzed a sample of 12 spectroscopically-confirmed FGs
using a battery of tests that work in the coordinate and/or veloc-
ity spaces. The results can be summarized as follows:
– We applied 1D tests to a subsample of 5 FGs with at least 30
confirmed members. We found that 4 out 5 FGs show hints of
substructures in at least one of these tests, the only exception
being FGS27.
– We applied to the same subsample the DS test, which com-
bines velocity and spatial information. Two systems (FGS02
and FGS27) show substructures at a c.l. ≥ 95%.
– The 2D analysis performed using DEDICA and VTP was
applied to the whole sample of 12 FGs out to R200. Both
methods found substructures in 4 systems. The 2D-DEDICA
found substructures in FGS02, FGS14, FGS27, and FGS34,
whereas the VTP in FGS02, FGS26, FGS27, and FGS30.
– The ellipticity test gives positive results for the presence of
substructures in 2 out of 12 systems (FGS27 and FGS30).
– We also analyzed the BGGs of all the 12 FGs by looking
for signatures of ongoing interactions and mergers. We did
not find any signs of recent accretions in these galaxies.
However, we were able to apply this test also to FGS28,
the smallest and poorest amongst Santos et al. (2007) sys-
tems. This system is not part of our sample (see Sect. 2) but,
interestingly, is the only system that shows two clear tails,
probably due to the disruption of two satellite galaxies.
– None of the FGs in our sample gave positive results in all the
applied tests. This confirms that the application of several
tests is necessary when looking for substructures in clusters.
Although the number of FGs we analyzed is small, we can
conclude that FGs show clear signs of substructures. This result
seems to discard the hypotheses that all FGs are old and dynam-
ically relaxed. However, a possible mass bias could be an expla-
nation to our result. In particular, the subsample of 5 FGs for
which we were able to use velocities as a probe for substructure
is composed by massive systems alone (M > 1014 M). These
massive FGs could have a different evolution with respect of
group-mass FGs. In particular, they are suggested to form via
the merging of a fossil group with another group of galaxies
(whereas the dominant mechanism for the evolution of group-
mass FGs is expected to be galaxy-galaxy mergers). This inter-
action extends the duration of the relaxation process, and for this
reason cluster-mass FGs present a similar amount of substruc-
tures as non-fossil clusters. In the low-mass regime, we were
not able to use velocities to detect substructure. If we consider
only the two-dimensional results for the sample of 12 FGs of all
masses, we are also unable to detect statistically-robust differ-
ences between cluster- and group-mass FGs. For these reasons,
a larger sample of FGs and a larger number of velocities are
needed in order to compute statistically-robust fractions and to
compare them with that of non-fossil systems in both the low-
and high-mass regimes.
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